Segmentation techniques for tissue differentiation in MRI of ophthalmology using fuzzy clustering algorithms.
This paper presents MRI segmentation techniques to differentiate abnormal and normal tissues in Ophthalmology using fuzzy clustering algorithms. Applying the best-known fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm, a newly proposed algorithm, called an alternative fuzzy c-mean (AFCM), was used for MRI segmentation in Ophthalmology. These unsupervised segmentation algorithms can help Ophthalmologists to reduce the medical imaging noise effects originating from low resolution sensors and/or the structures that move during the data acquisition. They may be particularly helpful in the clinical oncological field as an aid to the diagnosis of Retinoblastoma, an inborn oncological disease in which symptoms usually show in early childhood. For the purpose of early treatment with radiotherapy and surgery, the newly proposed AFCM is preferred to provide more information for medical images used by Ophthalmologists. Comparisons between FCM and AFCM segmentations are made. Both fuzzy clustering segmentation techniques provide useful information and good results. However, the AFCM method has better detection of abnormal tissues than FCM according to a window selection. Overall, the newly proposed AFCM segmentation technique is recommended in MRI segmentation.